In My Life  (Key of G)  
by John Lennon (1965)

Intro:
A
E 3
C 0 2
(low G) 4

(sing d)

| Em . . . | C . . . . | F . . . . | G . . . |
| G . . . | D\ -- -- |
A | E
C | C
(low G) 4

| Em . . . | C . . . . | F . . . . | G . . . |
| I know I'll often stop and think a-bout them. In my----y-y-y life I love you more |

Though I know I'll never lose affection for people and things that went before
I know I'll often stop and think about them. In my y-y-y life I love you more

G . . . | D \ --- --- ---
A ----------------------------------------
E -----3------------2---------------------
C ----------------------0 2-------------------
(low G )-4--------4-------------------------------------

| Cm \ --- Cm7 \ --- | --- --- | G . . . | D . . . | G \
In my y-y-y life I love you more

A ----------------------------------------
E -----3------------2-- 2 0 2 ----3------
C --------------0 2-------------------
(low) G-4--------4-------------------------------------
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